
Life Is Strange

*Life is strange is a mature-rated title published by Square Enix centered around making choices

that have long-lasting consequences in an atmospheric setting.*

### Brief Overview Of The Game

Life is strange is one of the most unique titles to be released recently on any platform, let alone the

iOS platform.

It has been produced in an episodic format which is relatively unique for a videogame.

The emphasis is placed on the storyline and how your choices affect the way that things play out

over time.

You are given the ability to alter choices made in the past, present, or future.

If you make a mistake, will you take the chance to go back and fix things?

Follow the journey of a young photography student named Max Caulfield as she goes on the

journey of a lifetime to alter the fabric of time itself and save her best friend.

It does not take her very long before something that catches her attention, aside to her town where

darkness resides.

Multiple endings unfold depending on the choices you make throughout the game.

Use the time rewind ability to change how events take place.

The atmospheric soundtrack mixes incredibly well with the artistic hand-painted visuals of the

videogame.

### Gameplay Analysis:

Life is strange is one of those games that is difficult to put into words until you have gotten the

chance to play it.

Most reviewers have stated in unison that the dense atmosphere and the story's heavy design

choices create a real sense of consequence when you make a decision in the game.

The numerous endings that can unfold give you the sense that there is an infinite amount of

replayability.

For people interested in experiencing more than just something that will pass a little time as they

sit in the waiting room but would rather go on a journey, this is probably one of the most story-



driven titles developed for the iOS of all time.

Creating a game with choices that have heavy consequences is no small art, especially when time

travel is one of the core mechanics. The innovative manner in which these design elements are

implanted makes the overall result rather intuitive to pick up and play.

While 5he gameplay may be difficult to describe precisely with words it does do one thing

incredibly well. The gameplay feels right when you are playing.

It may be nearly indescribable combination of such intuitive gameplay and story driven narrative

creates an otherworldly combination that is a serious contender for the most engaging iOS title

ever developed.  ### Final Verdict

Life is strange will not likely become the favorite of a casual gamer, but it has still received nearly

universal acclaim from most major reviewing publications.

If you are a hardcore gamer that loves getting fully engrossed in the story and character

development of the characters in your games, this title is unrivaled on the iOS platform.

If, however, you are simply looking for something to help pass the time as you are stuck waiting in

traffic, there are probably better choices that will not require nearly as much mental commitment.

The story of the main protagonist can be truly heart-wrenching and can lead to some personal self-

discovery too.

If that sounds like something you are interested in, then this title is definitely worth giving a shot.

Advantages / Disadvantages

1. One Of The Most Story Driven Games On The

Ios Platform 2. Incredibly Atmospheric

Soundtrack Featuring Phenomenal Indie

Artists 3. Your Choices Affect The Way That

Events Play Out In The Game World. 4. Alter

Choices By Going Back In Time And Changing

Them 5. Beautifully Done Hand-Painted Visuals

Brings The Game World For Life 

1. Incredible Uniqueness Can Be Offputting To

Some 2. Story Can Be Too Dense To Follow At

Times For Some 3. The Rewind Mechanic

Could Have Been Implemented A Little Better 


